Forensic facial reconstruction is a means for producing a facial surface from the skull. There are several technical approaches that can be applied, which include computerised and plastic sculptural methods. Whether the reconstruction is attempted in virtual or actual reality, the facial surface is projected by one of two principal means: by reconstruction of the craniofacial anatomy or by mathematical extrapolation of the face surface from that of the skull. More recently, it has been possible via a combination of the two. In this chapter, the history of facial reconstruction from the skull will be briefly introduced and the principal methods described. Both plastic and computational approaches will be summarised. The utility of forensic facial reconstruction will be discussed with reference to the investigation of cases of missing persons, and to current controversies in research and practice, relating to the precision and efficacy of the technique.
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Figure 2. Gerasimov's reconstruction of Valentina Kosova (Gerasimov 1971)
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Figure 3. Gerasimov's reconstruction of Ivan IV Vasilyevich-The Terrible (Gerasimov 1971).

TECHNICAL APPROACHES TO FACIAL RECONSTRUCTION
The anatomy-based method of facial reconstruction-sometimes called the Russian method in deference to Gerasimov-relies on the reconstitution of the soft tissue anatomy (Figure 4 ).
Measurement-based methods-coined, in contrast, the American method (see below)-rely on the hard tissue surface as a template for the soft tissue surface. In the case of both the Russian and American methods, geometric methods derived from research studies and from the canons of sculpture are used to estimate the basic dimensions of the eyelids, nose and lips. In the case of both the Russian and American methods, however, it is important to note substantial regions of the face are not simply a projection of the underlying bone structure. Much of the soft part of the nose, eyes and eyelids correspond to voids in the skull. The lips overlay the dentition, but the underlying hard tissue does not precisely determine the shape of the lips. In the case of the eyeballs and eyelids, the nose, and the lips, the general dimensions can be estimated from the hard tissues but cannot be precisely determined (Reichs and Craig 1997; George 1993) . Evison, M.P., Iwamura, E. S. M. and Guimarães, M.A.G. (2016) . Forensic facial reconstruction and its contribution to identification in missing person cases. In Morewitz, S.J. and Sturdy Colls, C. (eds.), Handbook of Missing Persons, New York: Springer, p. 427-41. ISBN 978-3-319-10197-3 (print), 978-3-319-40199-7 (online) doi:10.1007/978-3-319-40199-7_28 Figure 5 illustrates a reconstruction performed directly on to the surface of a skull using the American method. This reconstruction was undertaken in the 1990's: current practice would be to perform the reconstruction on a cast taken from the skull. This introduces a source of potential error, but is seen to be more sensitive to current expectations regarding the ethical treatment of human remains.
The American Method
Evison, M.P., Iwamura, E. S. M. and Guimarães, M.A.G. (2016) . Forensic facial reconstruction and its contribution to identification in missing person cases. In Morewitz, S.J. and Sturdy Colls, C. (eds.), Handbook of Missing Persons, New York: Springer, p. 427-41. ISBN 978-3-319-10197-3 (print), 978-3-319-40199-7 (online) doi:10.1007/978-3-319-40199-7_28 The reconstruction was performed following the removal of the soft tissues. This was achieved by treatment of the remains in hot water (~90°C) in the presence of the papain facilitating the digestion of proteins and of detergent facilitating the dispersion of fats. This treatment may last several days, depending on the rapidity with which the defleshing process takes place. Following removal of the soft tissues the clean skeletal material is washed with methylated spirit to remove residual fats and odour. In this case, defleshing was performed following autopsy and odontological examination, during which the calvarium and maxilla had been separated (Figure 5a ). The skull was carefully reassembled from the parts, taking care to adjust for skeletal material lost during the post-mortem separation ( Figure 5b ).
The American method relies on average measurements collected in research at about thirty landmark sites on the skull used as guides to soft tissue depth. Figure 5c illustrates the placement of average soft tissue depth markers at landmark sites on the skull. The significance of these markers and variation in their measurement values are considered in further detail below. As Figure 5c illustrates, however, these are distributed widely over the skull surface, but certain areas of the face-most notably the orbits, nasal cavity and dentition-are not represented. In this example, clay was used to model the soft tissue depths. Wooden or plastic pegs may be used as an alternative, which requires holes to be drilled into the surface-a practice therefore likely to be restricted to a cast facsimile and not to the skull surface itself for ethical reasons. Whilst the gross dimensions rely on conventions in the literature, there is a good deal of latitude available in the modelling of the facial features in particular. This is important in taking account of the age, sex and ancestry estimated from the skeletal remains-in this case a White male of greater than 45 years-of-age (Figure 5j) . Similarly, while average soft tissue depths are typically used, the reconstructed model may take into account a degree of obesity associated with middle age-as attempted in this example (Figure 5i ).
The Russian Method
Evison, M.P., Iwamura, E. S. M. and Guimarães, M.A.G. (2016) . Forensic facial reconstruction and its contribution to identification in missing person cases. In Morewitz, S.J. and Sturdy Colls, C. (eds.), Handbook of Missing Persons, New York: Springer, p. 427-41. ISBN 978-3-319-10197-3 (print), 978-3-319-40199-7 (online) doi:10.1007/978-3-319-40199-7_28 The Russian method relies on the reconstitution of the soft tissue anatomy. It is possible to locate the origin and insertion sites of a number of craniofacial muscles, which offer some guidance to the location, and general size and shape of the muscles concerned-the temporalis, masseter, and buccinators, for example (Figure 4) . Placement of the muscles is inevitably subjective, as their precise depth along any point in their cross-section is unknown. Figure 6 illustrates the Russian method as applied in the reconstruction of a White male youth. In this instance, tissue-depth markers are also followed as a guide. This is a widely-used method of Figure 6f illustrates the completed model of the face surface reconstructed to reveal underlying anatomy.
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COMPUTERISED APPROACHES
Computerised approaches to facial reconstruction from the skull tend to be analogous to the plastic methods, undertaken in 'virtual reality' (VR). A 3D VR facsimile of the skull is amenable to facial reconstruction using a variety of approaches. One common approach is based upon collection of a 'volume' tissue depth dataset from a living individual using computed tomography (CT) of the head and neck. CT is based on x-ray radiology, which yields a strong signal from the underlying hard tissue of the subject's face. Attardi et al.
(1991), for example, used a volume tissue-depth dataset derived from CT which they deformed over the surface of a skull of an Egyptian mummy obtained by x-ray radiography. The reconstruction is finished by rendering or 'texture mapping' the photographic image of the face of a living Egyptian individual over the surface of the reconstruction, yielding a life-like appearance.
VR modelling can be used to generate a facial surface using approaches analogous to the American and Russian plastic methods. In Figures 8 and 9 , the reconstruction of the faces of Egyptian mummies is again shown, this time employing methods that simulate the traditional techniques. Figure 8 shows reconstruction of the face surface using tissue depths-similar to the American method. Figure 8a shows the 'lofting' or projection of a primitive 3D surface of the skull from 2D xray radiographs of the mummy. New York: Springer, p. 427-41. ISBN 978-3-319-10197-3 (print), 978-3-319-40199-7 (online) doi:10.1007/978-3-319-40199-7_28 landmark sites, as well as a series of mathematically interpolated pseudo-landmarks spaced at regular intervals between them. Figure 8d shows a simple face texture modelled on the face surface without texture mapping the photograph of a living individual. Figure 9 shows the facial reconstruction in VR of a mummy believed by some experts to be that of Queen Nefertiti (ca. 1370 -ca. 1330 Fletcher 2005 ). Whilst Figure 9a shows the 2D digital x-ray radiographs collected in situ marked up for lofting, Figure 9b shows the 3D surface projected from the 2D radiographs and the facial musculature modelled in VR following the Russian method. Figure   9c shows a simple face texture modelled on the face surface, again without texture mapping the photograph of a living individual. Figure 9d shows an alternative version of the finished reconstruction with the face surface texture mapped using the photograph of a living individual.
The advent of computerisation has opened up possibilities for facial reconstructions that are rapid, automated, easily disseminated, and flexible or adjustable according to a range of parameters that can be selected to reflect uncertainties arising from osteological or investigative evidence. Figure 10 illustrates, for example, VR modelling of a range of variation in age, obesity and biogeographic ancestry that can be presented on the Internet (Green and Evison 1999; Evison and Green 1999).
These early models allow the shape and colour of finished VR models to vary within the range of uncertainty implied from forensic osteological and odontological analysis, or from other investigative findings. Figure 7 shows the reassembly in VR of the components of the skull that had to be reassembled manually in the plastic reconstruction demonstrated in Figure 5 .
Computational models continue to suffer from a paradox in that purely virtual reconstructions tend to have an artificial and sometimes 'mannequin-like' appearance, whereas those finished by texture mapping a photograph tend to resemble the individual depicted in the photograph. Interpolating between facial surface textures may offer one solution to this problem (Green and Evison 1999).
Alternatively, using averaged photographs overcomes the resemblance of the reconstruction to a particular individual, and it is axiomatic that an average face surface texture is likely to be closer in appearance to the real individual than a distinctive face surface texture-unless there is a good reason for including it. Distinctive features-such as in the dentition or other empirically determined features-are factors that should be emphasised. As caricature frequently demonstrates, these can aid recognition (McIntyre et al. 2013) . Furthermore, research in face perception suggests that rendering an average face surface texture where the real face surface texture is unknown may increase the prospects of identification as it may enhance the distinctiveness of other-and known- Evison, M.P., Iwamura, E. S. M. and Guimarães, M.A.G. (2016) . Forensic facial reconstruction and its contribution to identification in missing person cases. In Morewitz, S.J. and Sturdy Colls, C. (eds.) , Handbook of Missing Persons, New York: Springer, p. 427-41. ISBN 978-3-319-10197-3 (print), 978-3-319-40199-7 (online) doi:10.1007/978-3-319-40199-7_28 aspects of facial appearance, such as those determined by the shape of the underlying hard tissues (Little et al. 2012) . Computerisation offers considerable potential in facial reconstruction. However, the long-standing promise of an affordable, powerful, and easy-to-use online application remains unfulfilled. Figure 5a . (© Martin Evison) . Evison, M.P., Iwamura, E. S. M. and Guimarães, M.A.G. (2016) . Forensic facial reconstruction and its contribution to identification in missing person cases. In Morewitz, S.J. and Sturdy Colls, C. (eds.) , Handbook of Missing Persons, New York: Springer, p. 427-41. ISBN 978-3-319-10197-3 (print), 978-3-319-40199-7 (online) doi:10.1007/978-3-319-40199-7_28 identification. In reality, case examples testify to the observation that identifications can be obtained from reconstructions that are of poor-or mannequin-like-sculptural quality, of limited resemblance and of the wrong race (Prag and Neave 1997). Figure 11 shows a set of reconstructions produced during the long investigation of human remains found dumped in a suburban hedgerow. Not unusually, there was some uncertainty regarding the biogeographic ancestry of this individual: the remains were found in a region of England with a high level of immigration from South Asia, and both White and South Asian reconstructions were produced. There was also some initial uncertainty regarding the age and sex of the individual, and at least one androgynous reconstruction was produced. Slightly different age estimations were offered by the forensic anthropologists and odontologists consulted, placing the individual in their teens or twenties. Ultimately, the individual was identified as a known missing person by DNA analysis-a White female of 18 years-of-age-allowing the reconstructions to be compared with ante-mortem photographs. Figure 12 shows an unsolved case where a similar miscommunication led to the modelling of male and female reconstructions based on the same remains, believed to be those of a South East Asian.
The case illustrated in Figure 5 concerned a middle-aged White male whose remains were initially unidentified because investigative information from the subject's mother had led the police to believe he was 6" shorter than he really was. A key found in the subject's clothing allowed the misunderstanding to be resolved and the missing person enquiry to proceed.
These cases illustrate the somewhat subjective nature of assessing resemblance in facial reconstruction cases and of the uncertain role of precision in investigation and artistic quality in yielding recognition. In order to investigate some these issues, Stephan and Henneberg (2001) measured recognition rates using 16 facial reconstructions accompanied by photographs of the living individual and found that 403 incorrect identifications were made from 592 comparisons.
Using a similar approach in a further study, Stephan (2002a) found that the accuracy of a facial reconstruction is not related to whether it is subjectively assessed resemblance. This observation tends to complement a commonly-held belief amongst some practitioners that successful recognition in facial reconstruction cases is not related to artistic quality. In fact-as the case of a reconstruction completed following a misunderstanding of the deceased's race illustrates (Prag and Neave 1997)-resemblance may be entirely secondary to the publicity surrounding the publication of a reconstruction in the print and broadcast media.
